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We do not favor its abrogation, but, by gosh, we favor its being
rescinded at the first meeting of Southern Conference officials.
It coijld easily be amended to allow for the broadcasting of sell
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very clearly credited to Woodrow
Wilson.
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team is a lot of boloney and has absolutely no value outside of
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a University which is large enough and well-know- n enough to
demand national consideration by the radio, companies. Maybe
that distinction is not clearly made, but it is clearly felt. The
airways emphasize the University of North Carolina; the foot-
ball ballyhoo emphasizes our brawn and our brain on the grid-
iron.

.
Let the Southern Conference, then, do away with this silly rule

as it now stands and amend it properly to recognize conditions
which are not those with which the rule is concerned. We be-
lieve that many southern schools have long suffered from lack
of national attraction. We do not mean that we want southern
rah-rah- s to echo throughout the land, especially through the
medium of the newspapers which necessarily over-emphasi- ze cer-
tain phases of collegiate life. We do mean, however, that south-
ern schools and universities don't even exist so far as other
sections are concerned and it's our own fault.

It is very likely that our athletic officials will oppose any
change of this statute if it is considered by the Southern Conr
ference committee and members.
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